It has been proposed recently that the SKA1-MID could be used to conduct an HI intensity mapping survey that could rival upcoming Stage IV dark energy surveys. However, measuring the weak HI signal is expected to be very challenging due to contaminations such as residual Galactic emission, RFI, and instrumental 1/f noise. Modelling the effects of these contaminants on the cosmological HI signal requires numerical end-to-end simulations. Here we present how 1/f noise within the receiver can double the effective uncertainty of an SKA-like survey to HI on large angular scales ( < 50).
Introduction
It has long been considered that the 21 cm spin-flip transition of neutral hydrogen (HI) could be used as a tracer of large-scale structure (LSS) throughout the Universe. However, the low surface brightness of HI emission has meant that only a small number of individual galaxies have been surveyed at low redshifts. 1,2 A way forward for HI cosmology is to use a technique called intensity mapping (IM), 3 which measures the total integrated HI signal within voxels that contain many individual galaxies. IM is not limited to detecting HI emission from each independent galaxy, but instead treats the HI signal as a continuous field.
The SKA1-MID as an array of single dishes could perform an IM survey with sensitivities to LSS comparable to Euclid-like Stage IV dark energy surveys. 4, 5 However, the HI signal is weak relative to other foreground emissions making HI emission challenging to isolate. 6 In particular, the difficulties associated with IM surveys have been recently highlighted by GBT observations. 7 Therefore it is likely IM surveys will not be sensitivity limited, but instead limited by systematic effects. Modeling these effects requires end-to-end simulations. Here, we present a preliminary discussion of the effect of 1/f noise on the recovery of the observed HI power spectrum for an SKA-like IM survey.
Simulations
The setup of the simulated SKA1-MID survey was designed to be similar to that described in Bull et al. 2015. 4 There are 180 dishes with a system temperature of 44 K, a frequency range of 350 − 1050 MHz, and a frequency resolution of 35 MHz. The survey full-width half-maximum is 0.8 degrees. The specific observing strategy is continuous azimuthal rotation at a single fixed elevation of 50 degrees, and a total observing time of 30 days.
The simulated observed sky was created by combining maps of the cosmological HI signal, Galactic continuum foregrounds and 1/f instrumental noise. A CAMB-generated matter power spectrum was used to deduce the projected HI angular power spectra for each redshift slice. 3 The amplitude of Galactic foreground emission from synchrotron radiation was calculated using the reprocessed Haslam 408 MHz map, 8 and spectral indicies measured between 408 MHz and 2.3 GHz. 9 Free-free emission was simulated using a combined all-sky Hα map. 10 The 1/f noise maps were created from binning time-ordered data (TOD) produced from the Fourier transform of a 1/f noise spectrum. 6,11 90 noise map realisations were made at knee frequencies (ν k ) 0.1, 1, and 10 Hz. Figure 2 shows the survey area coverage and the relative brightnesses of the foregrounds, 1/f noise, and HI signal for a specific realisation. The 1/f noise model induces more power on longer timescales but these timescales contain little sky information. Therefore, filtering was applied to the TOD on timescales equal to the period of each azimuthal scan ring.
It was found that 1/f noise with a perfectly flat frequency (bandpass) response could be trivially removed using blind component separation methods such as principle component analysis (PCA). However, in reality the frequency response of 1/f noise is not expected to be flat. Therefore a toy bandpass model with a 15 per cent smooth variation in gain at low and high frequencies was used to simulate the 1/f noise frequency response. Another interesting effect tested by the simulations were two bandpass calibration models. One model assumed perfect calibration with zero uncertainty in frequency space, and the other applied a 5 per cent Gaussian uncertainty to each frequency channel.
The input HI maps were recovered by performing PCA based blind foreground removal. The recovered HI power spectra were then calculated using PolSpice 12 , accounting for incomplete sky coverage. Two figures-of-merit were used to determine the robustness of the recovered spectra (C k ). First, the absolute mean fractional bias in the power spectrum defined as
where C k,ν is the recovered power spectrum for a knee frequency k, C 0,ν is the recovered power spectrum for data with zero knee frequency, and C HI is the measured power spectrum of the input HI map. Figure 2 shows the resulting bias for both perfect and 5 % bandpass calibration errors. In both cases the additional bias due to 1/f noise is always less than a few per cent across all with a slightly higher bias on large-scales, shown also in Table 1 . The second figure-of-merit is the ratio of the additional uncertainty on each recovered C due to the 1/f noise (σ c ) over the expected white-noise level (σ w ) defined as, r ν = σ c /σ w . Figure  2 and Table 2 show the additional uncertainties assuming 0 % and 5 % frequency calibration errors. The increase at low-when there is no calibration errors is small, less than 20 per cent for all knee frequencies and all . However, the 1/f noise combined with a calibration error of 5 % effectively doubles the noise level of the survey even for the smallest knee frequency of 0.1 Hz. Table 2 : The increase in uncertainty on each C as a percentage due to 1/f noise over the expected uncertainty from white-noise. For each range of results based on perfect and 5% calibration uncertainties are presented.
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Discussion
The results presented in Section 2 indicate that just 1/f receiver noise combined with a 5 % calibration error can almost half the sensitivity of an SKA-like survey to large-scales ( < 50.). However, the results of Section 2 are dependent upon the complexity of the frequency response of the 1/f noise. In reality the 1/f noise is expected to be more complex in frequency than the toy model assumed here, which could lead to large increases in the bias and uncertainty due to 1/f noise. Further, the calibration errors are unlikely to have a Gaussian distribution but will have skewed or correlated errors. For more details see Harper et al. 2016 (in prep.) . The effects of component separation on the results also require future investigation, as other techniques will yield different results to those of the PCA method. Finally, it should be pointed out that the complexity of real observations, due to other systematics such as standing waves or RFI, will further increase the bias and uncertainty in the HI power spectra.
